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STARTING A NARRATIVE

Last week something happened that …
I would never have dreamt that …
The most wonderful thing happened … 
It was an experience that has changed my life. 
Had you told me that … , I wouldn’t have believed you. 
Rarely have I been so pleasantly surprised …

SEqUENCING WORDS AND TIME ExPRESSIONS

First / then / after that / finally
The following day/week
the day/night/week before
after a while
At the end of the day/week
eventually / at last / at first / as soon as

SEqUENCING CLAUSES

Only then (did I realise that) …
No sooner (had I arrived) than …
After (leaving the house), they …
Having (left the house), they …
As they (left the house), they …
Looking up, she saw …

ALTERNATIVE ExPRESSIONS FOR there is / are

Near the house stood a tall tree.
Beyond the road lay green fields.
Snow-capped mountains were visible from the bedroom window.
You could make out a tall ship in the distance.

DESCRIBING THINGS USING COMPARISONS

The mountain was shaped like a pyramid / in the shape of a    
   pyramid.
The sky was lead-coloured / the colour of lead.
The alien was the size of an elephant / as big as an elephant. 

DESCRIBING PLACES

If (shopping) is your thing, then …
If (nightlife) is more your scene, then …
For those seeking …
(Cheltenham) benefits from …
… is ideally placed for …
… has a great deal to offer.
… has a wealth of …
… also caters for …

DESCRIBING PEOPLE

She wears her hair (tied back / in a pony tail / in a bob).
He always seems to be (in a good mood).
She tends to be (cheerful).
He’s good company / fun to be with.
I find her quite (amusing).
He has a (gentle) side.
She can be very (sympathetic).

SUMMING UP A DESCRIPTION 

All in all, then, …
To sum up, …
For all these reasons, I really like her.
What I like most about her is …
I wish I could see more of him.
I’m really glad that … is a friend of mine.

Narratives Descriptions
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Reviews
BASIC AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The film is an adaptation of …
The film was shot on location in …
(The back streets of New York) provide the perfect setting for …
(The Two Towers) is the sequel to …
One of the best books/films I’ve ever read/seen is …
It’s one of the most famous books in English literature / films ever 
   made. 
The book/film was written/made in 1950.

DESCRIBING CHARACTERS IN A BOOK OR FILM

(Keira Knightly) was well/badly cast in the role of …
(Brad Pitt) delivered a fine performance in the leading role.
I was very impressed with the characterisation.
The most important character is …
The main character(s) is (are) …
The story is full of interesting characters, such as ...
… is a fascinating character.
Another fascinating character is …

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

To sum up, …
All in all, …
In conclusion, …
I would recommend this book/film.
I thoroughly recommend the book/film.
It was a really good read.
You won’t be disappointed.
If you’re a fan of (science fiction stories), you’ll love this book/film.
It’s a really (gripping) story, but if you want to find out (what happens  
   at the end / to …), you’ll have to read the book/see the film  yourself!

DESCRIBING THE STORY

As the story unfolds, …
After numerous twists and turns, …
The plot revolves around …
It’s the story of …
The story is told by …
The story is set in London.
The story is set in the nineteenth century.
At the start of the story, …
In the course of the story …
By the end of the story …
There’s a twist at the end.

SAYING WHY YOU LIKED IT

The movie is beautifully filmed and enhanced by digital technology.
I enjoyed this story/book/film because …
It really makes you think.
The best bit was when …
The best/most exciting/funniest moment is when …
There were lots of twists and turns.
I couldn’t put it down.
The book/film raises important questions about …
The book/film is about (the problem of / importance of / what   
   happens when … )
Even though the story is set in (where? / when?), you feel that its 
message is still relevant today.
The character of … is very (convincing/interesting/likeable/
   mysterious, etc.)
I identified with (a character) …
The book is beautifully written.
There are some wonderful descriptions of …
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GIVING ExAMPLES

For example, …
For instance, …

CONCLUSION

To sum up, I would say that …
In conclusion, …
On balance, …
While it’s true that …, I firmly believe that …
However, on balance, I believe that …
Even though … I would still maintain that …
It can be argued that … . However, the truth of the matter is …
Despite … I feel that …

Essays
OPENING PARAGRAPH

…… ? This is the question we need to answer.
We should acknowledge from the start that …
The question we need to answer is …
Some people believe/claim that …  However, others maintain/think 
   that …
First of all, I’d like to say that …
I’d like to start by …

DESCRIBING THE CURRENT SITUATION

Over the past few decades, …
We have now reached a point where …
Newspapers are full of stories about …
In some countries …, while in others …

RESTATING THE qUESTIONS

The key question is …
What it comes down to is …
What needs to be decided is …
Many people are starting to wonder whether …

PRESENTING ONE SIDE OF THE ARGUMENT

Firstly, it’s important to state that …
First, I’d like to present some/the arguments in favour of …
It seems clear that …
It is clear that …
On the one hand, …
It is sometimes argued that …
One argument in favour of … is …
In my view/opinion, …
I firmly believe that …

PRESENTING THE OTHER SIDE OF THE ARGUMENT

However, …
On the other hand, …
Some people take the opposite view, and claim/maintain that …
Having said that, …
And yet, …
Another argument in favour of (a ban on smoking) is (that) …

ACKNOWLEDGING AN ARGUMENT AND RESTATING YOUR OPINION

While it’s true to say that …, I really do think …
Even though some people maintain that …, I nevertheless believe 
   that …
There’s some truth in the view that … . Nevertheless, it doesn’t alter 
   my view that …
It’s hard to deny that …
To that extent, it’s true that …

GIVING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

What is more, …
Moreover, …
Furthermore, …
Similarly, …
We should also remember that …
It is also worth bearing in mind that …
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